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Abstract.- Cyclotrons are very well adapted for accelerating heavy ion beams in the range 5 to 100 MeV per 
nucleon. This allows the possibility of very large energy deposits in nuclear matter when medium mass pro
jectiles collide with heavy targets, and then new aspects of nuclear physics studies have been open by 
such massive probes. 

They consist either in a better knowledge of collective properties of nuclear matter, like compressibi
lity, viscosity, shape deformation or in the discovery of the nuclear structure of special forms of rota
ting nucleides (nuclear states of high angular momentum - so called "dizzy" nucleides). 

At the same time, important strides have been made in detection technics and identification processes. 
This renewal of nuclear physics due to heavy ions is briefly described, as well as prospects for the 

near future when the region 20 - 100 MeV/n becomes available. There are three sections: 
a. Very dissipative phenomena observed in collision between nuclei. Fusion, incomplete fusion, quasi
fission, deep inelastic transfer reactions. Their studies are made in order to understand how the nucleus 
behaves as a micro-ensemble of condensed matter, heated at various temperatures. 
b. Spectroscopy of rotating dizzy nuclei. 

Because of high angular momenta brought by the projectiles, one can produce excited nuclei sharing a 
very great rotational energy. These objects show very interesting structure which is revealed by on-line 
gamma spectroscopy. 
c. Production of exotic nuclei. 

Because cyclotrons can deliver beams for all the elements of the periodic table, many combinations of 
projectiles and targe~are possible and result in the production of isotopes very far from the stability. 
These nucleides show many properties from which one learns fundamental data concerning the binding of 
nucleons in nucleides. 

I should like to take the opportunity of this 9 th 

Cyclotron Conference to show the new lease of life 
which has been given by heavy ion beams to the study 
of nuclear structure and nuclear matter. Large limita
tions in the methods of approach to nuclear physics 
were due, during 50 years to the fact that the only 
available projectiles were neutrons, protons, alpha 
particles and to a minor extent deuterons and tritons. 

Essentially two main classes of reaction mecha
nisms were originated by nucleonic projectiles, i.e., 
the compound nucleus process described by N. Bohr, 
Weisskopf, Feschbach and others, and the direct reac
tions where the incident proton (or neutron) interacts 
with a single nucleon of the target. Collective aspects 
of nuclear matter in the nucleus were entirely neglec
ted and the concept of nuclear fluid was mentionned in 
rare occasions (giant resonance, fission) so that these 
aspects were not considered with great interest, as 
compared with nuclear structure studies in the frame of 
the shell model theoretical basis. 

It is around 1960 that it was realised that cyclo
trons could accelerate very efficiently ions heavier 
that iHe++ , as far as they could be produced with a 
charge state as high as possible, and progress were 
made specially at Dubna on Pig ion sources . The 
first intense beams of 12 C, 16 0 and 20Ne were produced 
in Dubna ,Stockholm ,and Orsay 1) between 1960 
and 1966. In the same time, double linear accelerators 
were adapted to heavy ions in Yale and Berkeley 2) 
(Hi lac machine). The stripping of low charge state ions 
produced by a first stage of acceleration into high 
charge ions introduced into the second stage became a 
general method for delivering energetic heavy ions. It 

was applied first to a pair of linear accelerators. 
(Berkeley, Yale, Manchester) and later on to a linear 
accelerator injecting into a cyclotron, the ion source 
of the later being replaced by the stripping foil. 
(Alice-Orsay, 1969 3)). Finally, the stripping system 
was adopted for many tandem electrostatic machines. 

Nevertheless, at least at the second stage, cyclo
trons have the great advantage to deliver an energy 
proportionnal to the square of the ion charge, \<Ihereas 
other machines produce and energy proportionnal to the 
charge. This advantage is particularly interesting for 
medium mass projectiles, because the beam kinetic ener
gy permits to induce into the collision a very large 
excitation energy. This is illustrated in figure 1, 
where, for example, the domain of available center-of
mass energies E, i.e. of energy depositions, is indi
cated for our cyclotron system, GANIL, as well as for 
the linear accelerators systems UNILAC and B~VALAC. 
The maximum laboratory energy per nucleon varies for 
Ganil between 96 MeV/n for A < 20 and 11 MeV/n for 
A = 238, whereas it is constant and equal to 12.5 
MeV/n for Unilac. 

Moreover, this conference as well as several 
workshops on ion sources has shown that there are 
indeed promising prospects of high charge state sour
ces, which will be very well adapted to cyclotron ac
celeration. It means that you may be able in the fu
ture to deliver intense beams of en&rgetic heavy 
ions with a single cyclotron provided that external 
sources like E.C.R. 4) or Ebis 5) devices could be 
installed. 
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Fig. 1 : Comparison of the possibilities for large 
energy deposi£s in heavy ion coll isions . Th e center of 
mass energy , E , is taken for a target of the same mass 
as the projectile. The ran ges of available e n ergies is 
shown for Ganil, Unilac , Alice (Orsay ) and Bevalac . 
Also for several values of velocities , expressed as 
S = lr/c, the associated wave-length of travelling nu
cleons is indica t ed . For 20 MeV per nucleon, it corres 
ponds to 1 Fermi. 

1 . Development of De t ec tion Technics.- The important 
progress in construc tion of cyc l otrons would have re
sult into rather limite d consequences for nuclea r stu
di es without the large deve l opment of particle identi
fication. When the availabl e projectil es are protons, 
neu tr?ns, deuterons, tritons and alpha partic l es, the 
reac t~on process cons isted mainly in the formation of 
a residual nucleus escorte d by a f ew nucleons (neutrons 
or protons) and y r ad iations . The main purpos e for ex
per{menters was to measure accuratly the kine tic 
ener gy and th e angular di st ribution of these emitted 
particl es . Even when eventual l y deuterons , tritons or 
a lpha particles are produced, it was r a the r easy to 
obtain a good identi f ication since th e produc t s mz' 
of their mass by th e square of the cha r ge were so dif
ferent that a rathe r s impl e E-~E product could make 
th e separation. 

But, as far as c omplex projectil e nuclei col lide 
with complex target nuclei, the exit channels are quit e 
numerous a nd the varie ty of emi tted particle s i s rathe r 
broad. Therefore, two experimental chal lenges occured. 
First, identify correctly both mass and Z of th e pro
ducts, second, collect at once all the produc ts in 
coinc idence for each event, so that one may r estore 
the comp l ete process induced b y the collision. 

i) For th e first goal, the mass identification has been 
improved by measuring much more accuratly the velocity 
and the kinetic energy of th e fast partic les. The main 
progres s was mad e on the precision of times of flight, 
due to channe l pl a t es and fast e l ectronics . When one 
~lots th e k~netic energy versus the time of fli ght, it 
~ s now po ss ~ble t o obtain a distinc t mass separa tion 6) 
a t l east until atomic masses around A = 100, with a 

time resolution of 10-10 sec. Such performances were 
totally unrea list i c 3 years ago. For heavier mas ses , 
one has to us e magnetic s pectrome t ers so that th e ma
gneti c rigidity proportionnal to the momentum gives an 
additionnal information. 

The Z identification is obtained quite currently 
by ~E and E measurement s in ioniz ation chambers or so
lid state det ectors. Again, grea t improvements have 
been wo:ked out on ioniz ation chamb ers so that energy 
resolut~ons of the order of 5/ 1000 are r eached and ato
mic numb ers can be separated at th e present time until 
Z around 50 . Fig. 2 shows for examp l e how various pro
duct s ejec t ed in the rear.tion 27Al + 32S are identified 
from carbon to titanium 7) 
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Fig. 2 : Z identification with a ~E-E telescope. Each 
element is indicated . 

ii) Another aspect corresponds t o the fact that the 
observation of a s ingle r eac tion product is not a su f
fici ent data fo r a good understanding of the reac t ion 
me~hani sm. In the simplest cases, two fragments are 
em~tted and th e knowl edge of t heir angul a r correlation 
as well a s their kinetic ene r gy is necessary for ob
taining the kinemat i cs of the reaction. Therefore t he 
rol e of coincidence technics is essential . In a first 
st~ge~ inclu s ive experiments might g i ve a gene r al des 
c r~pt ~on of th e occuring phenomena, but later on ex 
c lusive expe riments become necessary . There a re ~wo 
pos~ibilities. One is to se t up many detectors, each 
hav~n~ a r edu ced solid angle , a nd to organize th e soft 
ware ~n the data acqui si tion so that a number of cho
sen c?inc ~dences are trigged . A typical expe rimen t 8) 
of th~ s k~nd was made recently a t CERN with a 12C beam 
of 86 MeV/n where the number of pa r ame t ers was equal 
to 32 . 

Another choice is to instal l a single detector with 
a.large aperture , so that it can recognize many par
t~cl es , but of course, the posi tion of the particle 
should be al so ob t a ine d as accura tly as possible. Even 
more , it could be int erest ing to follow the trajecto
ry.and to mea ~ure as well the time of fli ght along 
th~ s p~th. Th~ s has l ~ad to a new generation of complex 
detect~ng dev~ces , us ~ng the principles of parallel 
pl a t ~ ~valanche counters (time sens itive and position 
sen s~ t~ve detectors). Such a cons truction is made in 
Orsay 9) on the basis of the scheme of figure 3 and 
it will be available for th e work at Ganil . 

For bomb a rd ing velocities r eaching 100 MeV per 
nucl ~o ~, th~ numb e r of particles emitted in a single 
coll~s~on m~ght be as large as 20 t o 30 and quite so
ohi s tica ted multi - detectors are cons tructed . An example 

the plastic ba~l made in Berkeley consis t s 10) of 
many ~lastic s~intillators with thei~ phot omultipliers 
f?r.l~ ght Dart~cle s, associa t ed with heavy fragment 
s~l~con detectors (figu r e 4). 
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Fig. 3 : Schematic view of an arrangment made of paral
lele plates, ionisation chambers and plastic scintil 
lators (or detecting several events at once) 
(project ME~, Gardes et al. - IPN-Orsay) 

Fig. 4 : An artist view of a large multidetector appa
ratus made of plastic scintillators around a spherical 
ball prepared by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 

Another aspec t of the consequences of heavy ion 
projectiles i s the great variety of nucl ear species 
which are synthetized inside the target or co llected 
outside of it because of the recoil momentum . Once 
more, the fast collection of these exo tic nuclei which 
have short half-lives has been a challenge and new 
procedures have been invented : helium jet, mass spec
trome t ers with special ion sources, precise mass de
terminations using time of flight technique, velocity 
filters, etc ... 

2 . New Aspects of Nuclear Properties Open by Heavy Ion 
Probes .- Let us come now to the aspects of nuclear 
studies which have been open by massive probes. In a 
few words, they may be classifed into three classes . 

i) ~~~E2~~2E!~_~~E~~~~ : they consist in a better 
knowledge of collect ive properties of nuc l ear matter, 
like viscosity, shape deformation, comp r ess ibility. 
Can we understand how the nucleus behaves as a micro
ensemble of condensed matter heated at various tempe
ratures ? 

ii) ~~~_~~E~~~~_2!_~~~!~~E_~~E~~~~E~_~~~_E~~~~E~~_!~ 
the field of rotational states. Because of high angu 
l~~-~~~~~t~-b~~~ght-by-th~-p~~jectil es , exc ited nuclei 
are produced which share a very great rotational ener
gy . Their deexcitation by gamma rays reveals how nu
cleons are organized in the more or less deformed 
shapes of these "d izzy" species . 

iii) Production of exo tic nuclei. Because cyclotrons 
can d~iI~~~-b~~~~-~f-~ll-th~-~l~ments of the periodic 
table, many combinations of projectiles and targets are 
possible and result in the production of isotopes very 
far from the stability. These nucleides show properties 
from which one learns fundamental data concerning the 
binding of nucleons in nuclear matter. 

2.1. Collective properties. Nuclear "macrophysics". 
The shell model describes nuclear matter in a micros
copic fashion as a quantal fluid at low temperature. 
The ground state of a double magic nucleus is conside
red as the reference like the noble gas atom for atomic 
structure (closed shell). Nevertheless, collective sta
tes were observed in y spectroscopy and their origin 
was attributed to rotation and vibration bands adapted 
from the well known descriptions of molecular physics 
and condensed matter physics (phonons). Therefore "ro
tational" and vibrational models (cranking model) were 
developed on the "macroscopic" frame of the Bohr and 
Wheeler's liquid drop, with the well known parameters : 
surface energy, elect ro static pressure, moment of iner
tia, etc ... 

The detailed study of nuclear structure was deve
loped with the help of very mono-energetic beams of pro
tons and deuterons or by the y spectroscopy of radio
active decays. This was done in the frame of the shell 
model. Now, the necessity for learning a very different 
but complementary aspect of the nuclear behaviour, the 
collective one, forces us to come back to the liquid 
drop and to use v i olent col lisions with other nuclei in 
order to induce surface vibrations, volume vibrations, 
fast collective rotations, prompt or delayed disrup
tions into fragments, jets of nucleons, etc ... 

In order to clarify a little how these questions 
can be approached, let us consider what are the main 
classes of collisions when a nucleus A1 encounters a
nother nucleus A2 with enough kinetic energy, depending 
on the magnitude of the impact parameter, b. The scheme 
of figure 5 presents three main features depending on 
the deflection functions e = f(b). For trajectory nO 1, 

b 

a 
2 

3 
en b 

Fig. 5 : Deflection functions for three typical classes 
of interaction in addition to the compound nucleus for 
mation (cn) , for which the proj?, ctile is absorbed by 
the target and the deflection function disappears. b is 
the impact parameter . e is the angle of emission for 
the modified projectile. 

only Coulomb interaction is exerted. However, the very 
high charge of the projectile induces excitation ener
gies in the target which are not accessible by light 
particle bombardments. The excitation might even be so 
high tha t large oscillations of nuclear matter occur 
and a new kind of so called "coulomb induced" fission 
is produced. Such a phenomenon has been observed indeed 
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by Specht et al . 11), by bombard ing uranium wi t h a 
tvngs t en beam accelerated just below th e coulomb ba r
rl e r. 

Trajectory nO 2 corr es ponds to a grazing coll ision, 
where only one or two nuc l eon s are exchanged be tween 
the t wo nuclei. A ve r y large set of data was obtained 
from these quas i-elastic scatterings, since they are 
ve r y s tri ckl:y controlled by quantal selec tivity rules. 
Therefore, one can learn something about the characte
ristics of the states of the pe ripherical nu cleons 
conce rned by this soft interaction. 

The 3rd trajectory was not considered as possible 
before 1969. At that time, it was generally assumed 
that ei th er the nuclear perturbation during the gr azing 
collision was weak and end ed .into a direc t exchange 
of nucleons, or a more or l ess head - on col li sion would 
induce the formation of a compound system mad e of 
A1 + A2 nucleons, which , later on, decays by various 
exit cha nnels. Therefore , the deflection fu nction would 
disappear ~s shown by the shaded area noted c .n. Howe 
ver, an intermediate type of reaction occurs, which 
was discovered in Dubna and Orsay 12) abou t at the same 
time , with very similar AVF cyc l ot rons . Th i s discovery 
calle d Deep Inelastic Collisions of Dissipative Trans
fer Reaction s, or Quasi-Fissions for very heavy sys 
tems, is of grea t importance because it is at th e ori
gine of the present s tudy of many new col lec tive as 
pects of nuclei. Let us summarize briefly their main 
charac t eristics : 

When attrac tive nu c l ear forces exerted because of 
the deep interpenetration of the two nuclei are st rong 
enough as compared t o coul omb a nd centrifugal forces , 
th en the two systems a r e c lut ched and a unique body 

d e 9,tf 
rotates with an angular velocity w ; cit; T \fuere 

~, th e moment of inertia,depends on the shap e deforma
tion as well as th e rela tive rigidity . The model of two 
rigid spheres connec t ed by a neck may be a rough pic
tur e of what happens. All the ava ilable initial k inetic 
energy of the entra nce channel is transformed into in
t erna l and rotational ener g i es, and, f inally, th e two 
fragments reseparate and share a kine ti c energy only 
due to th e charge r epulsion, like in nuclear fission. 
This is the important fea ture/becaus e one can handle a 
system in wh i ch the entrance condit ions a r e well def i
ned,and th e exi t cha nne ls can be examined in details, 
since on e can mea sure not onl,y the kinematics but also 
th e actual behaviour of the t wo fragments and even tual
ly of th e nucleons emit ted during thi s process. Since 
we have t o conser ve the energy, th e fragments sha r e an 
excita tion ene rgy corresponding to the kinetic ene rgy 
loss and to the Q value. Th e deexc itat ion can be ob 
served through the emiss ion of. neutrons , protons, a l
pha particles and y rays. The y mUltiplicity and va
rious characteristics of th e particle emiss ion give in
formation on the rotational ene rgy. 

Figure 6 is ext racted from one of the earliest pu
blication 12) on th e s ubject which tried to g i ve qua
lita tively a schematic picture of what was believed of 
the proc ess occuring with the he lp of macroscopic 
concepts like hydrodynami cs and transport theory . It 
i s indeed inte r es ting to comp are it to a rea l ca l cula
tion made r ecentl y 13) for th e colli sion of 1 6 0 on a 
ca l cium nucleus using the time depend ent Hartr ee,-Foch 
method. In figure 7, the nu c l ear matter densities are 
obtained s t a rting with a microscopic description of th e 
effec tive nu c l eon-nucleon inte raction placed in a self 
cons istent medium field. 

The time evo lved between th e close approach and 
the scission' i s long enough for the exchange of ma ny 

(11 (21 (31 (4) 

Fig . 6 : Sequences of a deep inelastic collision as 
it was presented in 1970. 1 . is the clutching of pro 
jectil e and target; 2. is the rotating composite sys 
tem ; 3. is the separation; 4. corresponds to the two 
fragments recoiling from the coulomb repulsion and 
being deexcited . At stages 1 and 2, fast particles may 
be emitted by friction forces . At stage 3, pre - evapo 
ration and evaporation occur from excited fragments . 

b 
''' '':'':''''''I!'i'Pliil,II '''''III''' '!I!'' ''1 !F1Iiill"iliiii'!;,",":',:,n':I'!i!:'''!I;''1 
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""'I'. :,.;,;.II;.lli,I.I,;" ,:,';!I',;.,IIl!" •• I 1"'il;!,I";].."".I,,,,:, ,1,1111 

- ----;.> -

Fig. 7 : Hartree - Fock calculations of a deep inelas 
tic reaction 160 + 40 Ar . Contour lines represent the 
nuclear density. The reaction follows the sequence 
from the left to the right and from the top to the 
bottom. 

nucl eon~through the connec tion window betwee n th e two 
nucl ei . Also collective vibra tions have time to occur 
through the all compos ite sys t em . Ther e f ore , instead 
of finding two fragment s ver y s imilar t o the entrance 
partners, one ob se rve s a broad distribution of various 
mass es and atomic numbers . 

When projectiles and t a r gets are very heavy , i . e . 
for example A1 around 80 and A2 larger than 160 mass 
units, even the sma lles t impact parameters (so called 
low 9, - partial waves) cor r espond to this type of r eac 
tion, and head- on co lli s ions cannot produ ce complete 
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fusion. This was a great surprise 14) around 1974, when 
it was expected that complete fusion 0 f heavy systems 
could lead to compound nuclei and the~ the decay pro
ducts could be superheavy elements . As a matter fact, 
we understand now rather well why, even for those cases 
where the angular momentum introduced in the entrance 
channel is small, the system cannot end up as a unique 
equilibrated compound nucleus and then follows another 
way which was called at that time "quasi-fission". 

Let us consider for a moment how we can estimate 
the time scale for these phenomena and particularly for 
the drastic energy loss which occurs when two nuclei 
collide in a dissipative process as described above. At 
velocities around 10 MeV per nucleon, the duration of 
an elastic collision is of the order of 10- 23 sec. We 
shall take this time unit. The associated wave_length, 

-:i(' = ~ , for such a velocity and for A = 50 is close 
mv 

to 0.1 fm. When this kind of nucleus rotates, the time 

necessary for an entire rotation, TR = (~)21T ' can be 
21T 

calculated from the angular momentum £~: TR ~. 

This is 10-20 sec = 10 3 units for £ = 50. It gives the 
idea for using the angular evolution as a clock. Then, 
let us try to estimate the time necessary for full 
energy relaxation. Experimentally the data is the an
gular distribution of the emitted fragments. By looking 
at the sketch of fig. 8, it is possible to see above 
which angle the fragment kinetic energy becom£s cons
tant and equal to a pure coulomb repulsion. It means 
that the kinetic energy loss has been achieved and the 
relaxation is complete. 

Fig. 8 : Evolution 
of the kinetic ener
gy of emitted frag
ments as a function 
of the angle. At the 
grazing angle, the 
reaction is quasi
elastic and the pro
jectile, very sligh
tly modified, keeps 
nearly all the kine
tic energy. When the 
system has lasted 
for a while, it has 
turned around of a 
certain deflection 
angle and energy 
loss has occured. It 
can rotate on the 
other side of the 
beam (negative an

gle) and reach a stage where all the initial kinetic 
energy has been lost. 

Considering a uniform rotation, the time evolved 
between the grazing angle/8~/and the angle where the 

separation is observed is given : ~ = £~ where J 
T '1 ) 

is the moment of inertia of the relative motion and £~ 

the angular momentum of the system after sticking. 
These values can be estimated at least as averages. 
Typically, for a medium mass system, the system has 
rotated of an angle around 50 degrees before the dis
ruption with an energy loss of 100 MeV leading to 
complete relaxation. This gives some 10- 21 sec for T, 

l.e. 100 units. We notice that what is generally called 
a direct interaction, for example, the creation of a 

pair particle-hole in a fermi gas, lasts only around 
10 units. 

There are others collective variables which are 
attainable : 

i) the loss of orbital angular momentum. This can be 
done by measuring respectively the multiplicity of the 
gamma rays emitted by the fragments ; 

ii) the mass asymmetry obtained by the mass identifi
cation ; 

iii) the degree of deformation by measuring an energy 
loss corresponding to a limit greater than that ob
tained from the coulomb repulsion energy of two sphe
res 

iv) the neutron to proton ratio related to isospin, 
which is deduced from accurate measurements of the A 
distribution for each Z. After a considerable accumu
lation of experiments, there is now a rather good 
knowledge of the time necessary for equilibrating all 
these degrees of freedom. Using the 10-23 sec units, 
it takes only 10 units for the neutron to proton ratio, 
50 to 100 for the radial relaxation of energy and 100 
to 200 for the tangential relaxation. The slowest equi
libration is the mass asymmetry corresponding to nu
cleon transfer. It is of the order of 500 units, the 
same as for the time for deformation. This is to be 
compared with the life time of a compound nucleus exci
ted at 100 MeV which is of the order of 1000 or 10.000 
units. 

since a microscopic approach with a very large 
number of interactions between nucleons seems for the 
moment unrealistic, the most general tool for descri
bing relaxation phenomena has been taken from the 
transport theory. The transport equation written by 
Pauli in 1928 15) gives the normalized probability 
(p(x,t) to find at time t the system at the position x 

d 1 d 2 at P(x,)=--3,Z (v.p(x,t) + "23,Z2- (Dx·P(x,t)) 

h'hen the drift coefficient viand the diffusion coeffi
cient Dx are independent on x and t, the solution is 
a Gaussian : 

2 

P(x,t) = (2"D t)1!2exp (_ (x - vt) ) 
x 2D t 

x 
where the average <v>, related to the first moment, 
expresses the direction of the random walk, and D , 
related to the second moment, describes the stoch~stic 
aspects of the random walk. 

This type of equation was applied 16) for diffe
rent variables x - kinetic energy of the relative mo
tlon, angular momentum transfer, mass asymmetry, ratio 
N!Z - which correspond to the quantities which were 
experimentally measured at various angles, i.e. at 
various periods of time after the starting collision. 
Several review papers have been published on this new 
field of nuclear physics which, in ten years has broa-
den considerably 17,18,19,20). I 

We have spent sometime considering the duration of 
these phenomena in order to emphasize that through the 
experimental study of this new type of reaction, one 
has access to something which, before, seemed to be 
quite impossible to reach, i.e. the behaviour of nu
clear matter in a range of times between 10- 20 and 
10-23 sec, that is a very crucial period for unders
tanding the organisation of nucleons in a nuclear sys
tem. In other words, these are the necessary conditions 
for learning something about nuclear viscosity and 
friction forces. Then, one may understand how the cou-
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pIing of individual particle states can result into a 
collective dissipative process. The situation is rather 
unique,because a nucleus, as a system of about 100 nu
cleons is a small micro-ensemble where statistical me
chanics is difficult to apply directly, but also holds 
already too many particles for an exact microscopic 
calculation .(N. body problem in quantum mechanics). 

Before closing this paragraph, let us say a word of 
what is expected when the beam energy is increased from 
10 to 30 or 100 MeV per nucleon, since this is now the 
range of energies attainable by the new generation of 
cyclotrons. As this is clearly demonstrated in fig. 1, 
the energy deposit can be increased up to several GeV. 
In other words, the internal temperature is higher and 
higher. There is certainly an important transition cor
responding to a temperature of the order of 8 MeV, 
which is the average nucleon binding energy 21). These 
very hot nuclei are going to explode. For the moment, 
there are very few experiments in this range. The 
vicksi machine, in Berlin, reaches 25 MeV per nucleon 
for light projectiles. Also some com~act cyclotrons 
deliver Neon beams at 20 MeV/n. The 2C beam at CERN 
is the only facility for the moment which allows stu
dies between 30 MeV/n and 86 MeV/n. It is probably too 
early to draw conclusions from the work done there by 
four teams during the last couple of years, but new 
mechanisms have appeared like incomplete fusion, fast 
fission, fragmentation ... 

2.2. Spectroscopy of rotating "dizzy" nuclei. Nuclei 
at high spins. Rotational states.- The use of heavy 
ions has made possible the investigation of high-spin 
states. When 100 units of angular momenta are added to 
a nucleus, a new regime occurs in which the rotational 
energy approaches the order of magnitude of the coulomb 
and surface energies, and is much larger than shell 
effects. 

Nuclei are not totally rigid bodies. Some of them 
are particularly soft objects. As a result, the nuclear 
shape and consequently the moment of inertia are affec
ted by the rotational energy. 

Nuclei, even at low excitation or at ground states, 
display both collective and single-particle features. 
For example, the low lying rotational bands represent 
an almost pure collective motion in the rare earth re
gion. It means that, like for'molecules, the energy 
gaps between states follows the 1(1+1) rotor formula 
and the gamma rays correspond to E2 transition (£=2). 
Near the close shells, on the contrary, the energy 
levels are almost completely determined by the motion 
of a single nucleon (for example in the tin or lead 
regions). Between these extreme cases, most nuclear le
vels display both collective and non collective fea
tures at low energies. High-spin states behave the same 
and one observes the coupling of single particle motion 
with collective properties derived from the classical 
rotor. When a large increase of the coriolis and cen
trifugal fields is induced by high angular momenta 
brought by heavy energetic projectiles, the motion of 
individual nucleon is affected, and the intrinsic struc
ture like the shell effect will be affected. Moreover, 
collective characteristics like equilibrium deforma
tions and even fission paths will change. 

Let us schematically describe what has been learned 
for a nucleus like 160 Er when it is formed in the com
plete fusion of 124 Sn and 40Ar followed by the evapo
ration of 4 neutrons. Figure 9 shows the excitation 
energy versus the spin shared by the compound nucleus. 
At low energies and low spins, one observes the deexci
tation by a sequence of y rays corresponding mainly to 
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Fig. 9 : Plot of excitation energy versus spin for a 
nucleus like 160 Er . At low energies and spins the sha
pe is prolate. At higher spins the nucleus prefers the 
oblate shape and perhaps the triaxial configuration. 

the ground band and a few vibrational bands. There are 
not many levels. Then the number of levels increases 
exponentially. At the same time, the pairing correla
tion weakens with increasing spin. Shell effects di
sappear also when spin reaches 20 - 30 h. The Yrast 
line in figure 9 represents the locus of the lowest 
lying states of each spin. Schematically, all excita
tion energy on this line correspond to rotation, i.e. 

E* = I(I+1)1\' h J' h f" 2,\ , were 1S t e moment 0 1nert1a. But 

this quantity depends on the shape. 

Most deformed nuclei at low excitation are prolate. 
But as the angular momentum increases, pairs of nu
cleons may decouple from the deformation axis and 
align their spin with the axis of collective rotation 
which is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of a 
prolate body. When more and more pairs align with the 
rotation axis, an increasing fraction of the total an
gular momentum will be carried by aligned particles 
rather than by the collective rotation of the core. If 
all the particles become aligned, the nucleus becomes 
oblate and the symmetry axis is now the rotation axis. 

At still higher spins, the nucleus stretches more 
and more and may become triaxal. And, at last, the 
deformation is so strong that fission occurs. Whereas 
the fission barrier for zero spin is around 40 MeV for 
this kind of nucleus, it becomes almost zero about 
I = 90. 

Since a decade of years, heavy ion facilities, and 
particularly 40Ar beams delivered by cyclotrons, have 
open a very intense exploration of the properties of 
nuclei sharing high spin states. In April 1980, an 
international Conference was held in Strasbourg on the 
subject 22). In order to describe the behaviour of 
these nuclei sharing high spins (called sometime 
"dizzy" nuclei), the first generation of experiments 
measured y energy spectra and y multipolarities of the 
residual nuclei resulting from the compound nuclei de
cays. The important discovery 23) of the years 70 was 
the anomaly of the moment of inertia called "back
bending". This was obtained through the following pro
cedure. Continuum y ray spectra were measured for a 
given residual excited nucleus. The effective moment 
of inertia,~ , can be determined from the expression 

E 
Y 

112 
2j (41-2) 

if one associates the measured y energy, Ey , at the 
bump edge of the spectrum with the highest spin I, in 
a true rotor. Now, this transition energy, Ey , can 
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also be expressed as 2hv or 2tw where w is the rotation 
velocity. Assuming J constant, for example equal to the 
moment of inertia of a rigid sphere, E increases li
nearly with I. In a number of cases thIs was not found. 
For example, for nuclei like 162y or 160 Er , the transi
tion gamma energy did not increase anymore, for I va
lues higher than 10. Plotting 2j/~2, determined through 
(4I-2)Ey , versus (~W)2 deduced from (Ey/2)2 shows a 
back-bending behaviour which reveals a drastic change 
in the effective moment of inertia as shown in fig. 10. 

at O~---O~.I----O~.2----0~.-3----0-.4-----0~.5~ 

Fig. 10 : Plot of 2J/~2 versus Ew for 162y. Filled dots 
are the known low-spin states, open dots are states of 
160Er . The large dots, triangles and diamonds corres
pond to various entrance channels. The horizontal line 
is the moment of inertia of a rigid sphere wi th A = 162. 
Frol» ref. 25). 

Stephens and Simon 24) have suggested that this large 
increase of J is due to the alignment by Coriolis 
forces of single particles. This corresponds to the 
easiest way for the nucleus for sharing large angular 
momenta without too much energy. So far for the back
bending discovery in soft deformed nuclei. 

After this first generation of experiments, pro
gresses in the construction of big INa detectors have 
open the possibility for studying continuum y rays, and 
Ey correlation between two y-rays have permitted to 
isolate transitions in the very high spin region. If a 
y-ray from a particular cascade is observed in a detec
tor, then it is possible to have coincidence events in 
another detector for all other transitions in this cas
cade. One obtains a typical Ey-Ey pattern of coinci
dences for a constant moment of inertia as shown in 
fig. 11. The effect of the variation in the moment of 
inertia is to wash out the ridge structure for coinci
dences between distant transitions in the cascade. This 
technique has been used for a couple of years and new 
properties of higher spin states have been discovered, 
as it was reviewed by Garrett and Herskind 26). For 
example, a second back-bending occurs at higher spins. 

A third generation of experiments will start very 
soon, with the help of a much more sophisticated appa
ratus, the so-called "crystal-ball", made of more than 
162 INa detectors with close to 4 n geometry. With this 
apparatus, high y-ray multiplicity and total energy can 
be measured in the same time, and therefore, in such 
"crystal balls" it will be possible for the first time 
to observe both transition energy correlations and the 
complete spatial correlations for a specific cascade 
without no loss of efficiency. 

PERfECT ROTORS 

Fig. 11 : Coincidence pattern for the four bands of 
constant coll. The spacing of the adjacent ridges and 
the ridges bordering the equal energy valley are equal 
to 8 A and 16 A respectively when A = h2/2~coll. From 
ref. 26 ). 

In conclusion of this section, I should like to 
make the following remark. 

Spectroscopic studies, which accumulate many data 
for the knowledge of nuclear structure,have started 
with the observation of the y decay of radioactive nu
clei in the earliest days of nuclear science. Later on, 
excited states at higher energies were mostly studied 
with the help of nuclear reactions using monoenergetic 
light projectiles. It was very important to work with 
a very good energy resolution performed by electrosta
tic machines, since the levels were displayed by mea
sured differences in kinetic energies of the out-going 
particles reponsible for having excited the levels. 

The new aspects of high-spin state spectroscopy 
comes back to the first approach, so that the energy 
resolution of the beam is not so important, but the 
performance of the y detectors and of the coincidence 
technics is crucial. 

Also, the great versatility of available beams 
which can be furnished by cyclotrons is of great impor
tance. The main quality of these beams is the good 
emittence since many detectors are put along the beam 
as close as possible from it without being touched even 
by a very small fraction of current. 

2.3 Production of exotic nuclei.-"In the development 
of physics, there has been a general tendency and 
perhaps sometimes even a sport to search for new ob
jects belonging to a certain group. The history of phy
sics has convinced us that frequently the discoveries 
and studies of these rare objects in unexpected ways 
have added considerably to our knowledge of the laws 
of Nature". This was the opening of Prof. Bergstrom at 
the Conference on New Isotopes in 1966 27). The search 
for exotic nuclei is indeed connected to the knowledge 
of nuclear matter. 

Heavy ions have contributed very strongly to the 
large broadening of the knowledge of many isotopes on 
both sides of the stability line. Since new nucleides 
have shorter life-times, it has been necessary to de
velop fast collection methods. In this respect one ad-
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vantage of heavy projectiles is t h e large mome ntum 
which they bring into the r eac tion so that the products 
are generally proj ec ted out of the targe t and can be 
collected separatly. A disadvantage is the high stop
ping power in matter of heavy ions as compared with 
protons, so that th e integrated cross sec tion along the 

efficient depth in th e targe t ;10 R Ox dx , is rather 

small, even when cross sections are larger than for 
reactions induced by protons. 

a) ~~~~E~~_E~£~_~~~~~E~~ '- In the reg ion from Boron 
to Titanium, more than 50 new isotopes have been disco
vered during the two last years at Berkeley and Orsay . 
The production is based on th e following reaction me
chanism. which has been found in 1975 . When a projecti
le undergoes a deep inelastic reaction, its ratio N/z 
is modified very rapidly so that the e jectile takes the 
N/z ratio of the compos ite system. This fast equili 
bration of the isospin parameter was one of th e most 
interesting result obtained in the study of this type 
of reaction 28) . Therefore, s ince heavy targe ts hold a 
much greater excess of neutrons than light nucl e i at 
th e ir stability line, the r esulting compos ite system 
will be strongly affec ted by this excess and the light 
fragment emitted will share a greater N/z ratio than 
the proj ec tile itse lf. A theore tical model explains 
this effect and it is now possib l e to predict what 
range of neutron rich isotopes can b e produced . This 
was done by Chiang et a l . 29). Figure 12 shows for 
example how the production rate is maximum for 32 S 
which is neutron rich by an increase of 6 as compared 
t o the stable 32S . 

1 

18 Ar ~ U 

263 MeV 
16 6Iob,50° 

14 

12 

10 

8 -'--~ I ...1-L I. 

25 30 35 40 
Moss 

Fig. 12 : Experimental nuclide distribution in deep 
inelastic collisions induced by the reaction 
40 Ar (263 MeV} + 238 U (in number of events) . These re 
sults are compared to the calculation represented by 
contour plots of isoprobability. From ref . 29}. 

At higher energies above 50 MeV per nucl eon , a n ew 
reaction mechanism occurs , the fragmentation, wh ich i s 
r esponsibl e also for the production of a large set of 
n ew isotopes . For the moment, there are not enough data 
for estimating how ef ficient will be the 50 - 100 MeVln 
beams, although th e results obtained a t CERN wi th 86 
MeVln seem quite promising . 

b) ~~~~E~~_~~f~£~~~~_~~~~~E~~' - The ma i n react i on 
mechanism i~, of course, th e fusion - evaporation pro 
cess , which has bee n extensive l y studied. Because of 
the locu s of th e stability line in the Z, N plane, any 
combination of a projectil e with Z = N, and of a medium 
mass target , wher e N > Z, will end up into a neutron 
deficient compound nucleus . This situation was already 
described in 1972 a t the Conference of Aix- en - Provence 
30) where we could predict how efficient could be 
heavy ions for populating th e neutron defici ent rare 
earth nu c lides . Around 500 new isotopes have been syn
the tized since that time. Also, it is wel l known that 

all the new e l ements from Z = 98 t o Z = 107 have been 
created with heavy ion reactions in Berkeley, Dubna 
and for the l as t one in Darms tadt 31). 

In this section, I should like to show only one 
rec ent example of the exp loration in a particular r e 
gion around N = Z = 40 . It is quite an interesting lo
cus of the nuc lear chart because these nuclei should 
be par ticularly soft nu c lei and should exhibit parti
cular charact e ristics. Figure 13 indicates all the new 
isotopes of th e elements Sr, Y, Zr, Nb which were 
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·Fig. 13 : Chart of the isotopes around N = Z = 40 . 
Stable isotopes are indicated by a black corner . 

identified r ecently 32) . Their masses could be measu
red accuratly and a new zone of deformati on was found. 
The t echniqu e used was to bombard Ni and Fe targets 
with sulfur proj ec tiles and to co llec t th e product 
with the helium jet transport sys t em. Moreover, these 
nuclides , after deposition on a thin foil, decay by S+ 
desint egrations. The r ecoil ing daughter is generally 
ionised , so that it can be accelerated by a nega tive 
electrode and the time of flight is mea s ured between 
t he start given by th e detector of the posi tive e l ec 
tron a nd the stop on a channel plate located at around 
50 cm. 

A typical mass spectrum is shown in figure 14. Th e 
helium jet tra nsportation is a very promising t ech
niqu e , since in a few millisecondes it can take the 
products far away from th e beam . On a collec tion foil 
or on a tape , there are possibilities for masses de 
terminat ions, fo r studying the r adioac tive decays, th e 
X- y coincidences and event ually for doing y spectros
copy. 

c) Exotic beams.- A very new proposal seems t o me 
very inte~e~ti~g-~~ far as high intensity beams will 
be delive r ed in the range 20 to 100 MeV per nucl eon : 
when a beam of 12 C encounters a thick t arget (a few 
mg . cm- ') , at ene r g ies around 1 GeV, transfer reactions 
occur at full energy and because of neutron loss or 
neutron ga i n, llC or 14C are produced with a kinetic 
energy not very different from the main beam energy. 
The s tragg ling is ~ot very importa nt and therefore , 
one may expect 34) as a lready observed at CERN 35) that 
secondary b ~ams of these unstabl e species can be easi 
ly tra nsport ed after separation from th e main beam. One 
may expec t, for exampl e, a los s of intensity of the 
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Fig. 14: Mass spectrum 33) after collecting nuclei in 
the reaction 325 + S4Fe. Also the ion MO+ is produced 
with a lower rate which depends very much of . the ele 
ment. This has even been used for Z identification sin 
ce it has been observed that MO+ exists for Zr ions and 
is absent for yttrium. 

order of 10-3 between a primary 12C beam and a seconda
r y 11C beam, and pe rhaps a factor 10-4 for 14C. 

It is clear that with 1013 ions per second, for the 
main beam, secondary beams with 10 9 to 1010 particles 
per second become very interesting faciliriesand be
cause the entrance channel itself cons ists of uns table 
specie s, this might be a grea t advantage for producring 
nuclei furth e r away from th e stability line a nd also 
for studying n ew reaction mechanisms. For example, 
there are only a few number of target elements where 
one can use various stable isotopes, like 58 Ni, 60 Ni , 
62 Ni and it is known how useful is the comparison bet
ween the se various neutron numbers . The possibility to 
deliver nearly for any e lement different isotopic com
positions in the beam itself extends very much the 
field. This is why at Ganil, there is a project for a 
magnetic separation of different mass.to .. charge r a tios 
in th e complex beam resulting from the passage through 
a thi ck target . It will be used a lso for charge sepa
ration afte r a stripper, in order to deliver beams of 
highly charged ions for atomic physics. 

3 . Conclusion. - Such a large portion of nuclear physics 
is now t aken by heavy ion r eac tions and their conse
quences that it was impossible to cover a ll the field. 
However, I hope that these few examples have shown that 
heavy ion cyc lotrons built during th e las t t en years/or 
under completion at th e pres ent time/are useful tools 
for nuclear physics . This do es not mean at all that 
light ion beams are not any more inte resting. The r e 
are s till important spectroscopic studies to b e made 
with protons, deut e rons and tritons between 20 and 50 
MeV , as far as the ene r gy r esolution permits to identi
fy l eve l s which are s eparat ed by a few keV. The re§gyt 
theoretical developments du e to Arima and Iachello 
has given support for trying new experiments. They 
should t es t th e validity of the Inte racting boson a p
proximation, which simplify the shell mod e l so tha t th e 
N body probl em could be approach ed more r ea l istically . 

However, this domain still remains th e field of 
nuclear physics of the elec trostati c machines, with 
their continuous curr ent and very good energy resolu
tion. 

On th e othe r hand, goo d light particl e b eams at 
energies a round 100 MeV seem to be useful probes for 
the renewed study of giaQresonances and mor e generally 
new degr ees of fr eedom . 

The l as t word concerns the prospect for new acce
lerators. During th e last decade , there has been in 
nuclea r physics as well as in all other domains of 
physics, a tremendous blossom of instrumental improye
ments . The result has been a huge acc umulation of 
informations, sometime still enclosed in pil e of ma
gnetic tapes. The second aspect of the general trends 
in physic s during the seventies was the approach of 
complex probl ems like for exampl e , order-disorder pro
blems, spin glasses, amorphous condensed matter , tur
bulence phenomena. This was also obse rved in nuclear 
physics wi th th e macroscopic approach of nuclea r ma t
ter properties and again th e N body problem. In seve 
ral field s of physics the very great variety and com
plexity of results has been transformed in a progress 
of our knowledge becaus e very strong and powerful th~
oretical concep ts have been ralsed : thlS lS partlcu 
larly true in high energy physics with the attempt of 
a unified theory of inte ractions, th e new qu antum num
bers of "chromodynamics" and all the construction 
around quarks and gluons. It gave a thread for dis
playing the great quantity of available informations 
into the right direc tion, a nd it makes possible for 
prospec t ing the future in a given fr ame. 

Such a situation has occured, I believe , in nuclear 
physics when a ll experiments could be thought in t e rms 
of the shel l model. However, this is not any more the 
case and we fe e l a lack of directing ideas. Therefore, 
it is cert a lnly dlfficult to predict what sort of fa 
cility we should need in 1990, as far as for the moment 
we know th a t the eighties wi ll be devoted mainly to the 
full operation of a number of new heavy ion machines . 
In my opinion, during a couple of years we should 
require a deep consideration of the field, and perhaps 
walt for what wllr' emerge from the results raising 
from the opera tion of thes e new cyclotrons and tand em 
of the beginning eighties . 
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